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By Carl Wirsching

Stude.nt Fees
Committee
Members
Removed

Managing Editor
The AS legislature Monday,
removed all the student
members from the Services and
Activities Fees Committee at
the urging of legislator Ike
Higgins.
Higgins said he w~nted the
students removed because
three of them had been appointed before they were aware
of the scope of their power on
the committee.
The committee will allocate
all funds from the Services and
·Activities Fees removed from
each student's tuition which is
fifty-two dollars and fifty cents.
Legislator Richard Spaulding
said since they are all legislators
they know what's going on.
Higgins countered saying
there were no women or
minorities on the committee
with only one position left open.
Legislator Curtis Schnell appointed to the committee said,
"I knew what I was doing having
been on the committee last
year."
Legislator Cindy Glover, was
to have been appointed to the

committee at the meeting. She
is .a black woman.
Pat Hayes, AS president,
said, "Cindy was not a token appointment. The ones I appointed
I felt would do an excellent job."
Glover said, "Anyone elected
would not be ego-tripping but
..yprk for the good of all the
students."
Higgins said his motion was
not meant to cast a disparaging
light on anyone but he simply
wanted the appointments to be
re-made now that Bill 190, an
act relating to budgeting, was in
effect.
Unethical Actions
Legislator John Sanchez
raised the question that anyone
who served on the committee
c'ould not cater to special interests on campus.
Dave Breidenbach angrily
replied, "Sanchez said certain
people on the committee have
been promising money to
groups. Who are they?"
Speaker Gary Nisker asked
Sanchez, "Were you directing
(your remarks) to anyone in particular?"
Sanchez answered, "No. I
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have been informed but I refuse
to bring that up."
The matter was left unresolved at the meeting.
The legislature then voted to
remove all the appointees with
Schnell and Chris Hickey
abstaining.
Just before the six hour
meeting ended Hayes an nounced those seeking to be appointed to the committee should
see him that night. Nisker ruled
him out of order, but too late to
stop him from speaking.
The legislature also sen t
requests from the Black Student
Union and O Aloha f o r
supplementary budgeting to
committee.
Other Matters
The legislature questioned
Gary Hanson, Professional Food
Services Manager concerning
the price hikes in the PUB.
Hanson explained several
times the raises were due to increased labor costs and food
cost increases.
In the end the legislature
voted confidence in the Student
Union Board of Control approval..
of the price hikes.
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Affirmative Action

Guidelines Bypassed
By Linda Townsend
News writer
Investigation by T h·e
Easterner has disclosed any discussion of the Affirmative Action program soon breaks down
into
charges
and
countercharges.
According to the Equal Opportunity Policy and Affirmative
Action Program at EWSC, the
college has fewer minorities and
women than would reasonably
be expected on the basis of
their availability. According to
guidelines this is to be corrected
by vigorous and systematic
recruitment efforts, but, there
are ways to bypass such
guideJines.
Under the guise of a title
change, Walter Zabel, former
director of Students Services,
changed jobs to become the
director of the Special Events
Building, according to affirmative action guidelines, the job
should have been covered by Affirmative Action.
Ken Dolan, Affirmative Action
Officer explained label's move
from one job to another as a
reassignment." ''The duties are
different and there is a new title. There is no question it was a
new job,"' Dolan said. "It was an
attempt to effectively use
college manpower."
When asked if this con 11

-

stituted a violation of Affirmative Action guidelines, Dolan
answered, "It is one of those
things an organization does.
They take employees and use
them where they are best
suited." Walt Zabel was a
qualifed employee on the payroll
and this new job was added to
his responsibilities.
Dolan went on to explain "you
can't look at the implementation
of the ' Affirmative Action
guidelines by looking at one incident. You have to look at the
overall effects."
One of the overall effects of
the Affirmative Action Program
is the concept of selective certification, a part of the corrective employment program.
Using selective certification, a
position can be filled only by
someone from a particular
target group.
For instance, if a department
decides they a re short on
women and they have a position
available, the vice president of
that department may stipulate
the job is to be filled by selective
certification.
The job is posted ,
applications are taken and test
scores gathered. However, only
women candidates, passing the
test will be interviewed for the
job.
According to a member of the
administration, if only one

target group . member passes
the test, that one gets the job,
irregardless of his score. If he
fails , the three highest
applicants are interviewed, or
the position remains open until
a target person is found:
"It's a quota system," the
source said, and he further
charged departments are encouraged to fill vacancies with
target people.

-

'THIS BIG BREASTED FELLOW appears to be surveying the scene on
the mall but is actually attempting to get a glimpse of spring. He told
the Easterner he had flown up from Florida, expectin~ sunshin~, but
weather reports had apparently been wrong concerning the chmate
in this part of the country. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Zarling also furnished the
latest breakdown of civil service
employees including minority
and female workers. Of the 425
civil service employees, 267 are
female and 158 are male.
Included in these figures are 28
minority employees. Percentage
wise, this breaks down to 37.l %
males, 62.9% . females and
6.6% minorities.
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When questioned about the
selective certification system,
Ivan H. Zarling, director of personnel said, "We aren't using
selective certification right
now." He further explained it
was suspended because of
court cases pending .in various
areas of the country.

The figures for the female
employees look good in relation
to guidelines, but most are
employed in secre ta r i a l
positions.

,_

Commission Critic to Speak

1,

~

An outspoken critic of the
Warren Commission, Ross
Ralston, will speak in
Showalter Auditorium
Wednesday at 11 a.m.
Ralston, a sociologist
and criminologist at the
University of Minnesota,
has spent the last 10 years
investigating the assassina·

tion of President John F.
Kennedy.
Ralston is a member of
the National Committee to
Investigate Assassinations,
Washington, D.C. He has
appeared recently on the
11
Goodnight America" show
hosted by Geraldo Rivera.
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Letters to the Editor

Editorials

Where's The
Problem ?

The Demons In D.C.

Dear Editor,
In rebuttal to the April 3rd article, "Encounter Group's Aim
Unclear," by Jeff Lorello.
It is evident from reading Jeff
Lorello's article that he did not
research this topic at all before
endeavoring to "analyze" the
whole process by a meager four
visits.
His comments were in·
themselves very general and his
back-up evidence misconstrued
if not completely false. It is true
that reporter got no insights
about himself or anyone else by
participating fn two exercises but one wonders if the problem
lies in the structure of the group
or with that particular reporter.
I might add that his criticisms
are based on a miniscule
amount of evidence. Had he not
felt so threatened by the group,
and had he remained a group
member for the duration of the
group, he perhaps could have
found some means to achieve
personal growth.
Mr. Lorello tends to criticize
without first doing research on
the subject. His first comment
upon entering the group was,
"What is an encounter group?"
I could comment on his journalistic skills as well. Even to an
"untrained eye" they seem
lacking. If gross generalizations
and criticisms based on scanty
evidence are admissable as
journalism, then perhaps the
Journalism Department should
be warned - and . perpaos
some corrective measures are
warranted.
For those who want to get
the real facts concerning en·
counter groups, I suggest
reading, Elements of Encounter.
by William C. Schutz.
Maryann Stoll
Applied Psychology

"

by Jeff Lorello
Editor.
According to r¢cent reports from various media organizations, it'
s~ems we are at the point where Big Brother is getting too big for
his britches. Spetifically, the CIA and the IRS have accumulated
suc_
h powe_
r over the years they are immune to change and insist
their functions are needed and vital.
In defense of liberty and democracy the CIA has seen fit to deal
with the Mafia in an attempt to knock off Castro, spent millions in
conjunction with the notorius Howard Hughes in an effort to raise a
soviet submarine from the ocean depths, and openly rubber
stamped authori~arian governments around the world.
'
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With all this immoral and unlawtui activity going on, the government of the United States has maintained our country somehow
represents the last hope of the world. If this is so then why all the
revelations dipidting fiascos pointing toward insensitivity and
meddling?
Some members of Congress have supported the CIA indicating it
is imperative to "national security." Secretary of State Henry
Kissenger has also seen fit to fraternize with the organization
declaring their assistance is necessary to offset the "other side's"
covert activities., However, these people have failed to recognize
pursuit of this country's goals become tainted when dependent and
nourished by murder and other activities presently engaged in by
the CIA
Within our own country the IRS appears to be the counterpart of
the CIA in that their "modus operendi " is basically the
same-power abuse and intimidation. As it stands now, even
though officials within the department deny it, a quota system is in
operation that allows agents tn make arbitrary and sometimes selfdefeating seizures.
·
All tax leg1slat1on comes out of the House Ways and Means committee, which up until a few months ago was under the control of
Wilbur Mills. After events of Mills' private life showed him to be less
than perfect, close scrutinization show his tax laws to be the same
way.
A tax proposal thrown out by economists and tax experts calls for
all gross income to be taxed a certain percentage off the top
without deductions. The experts assert such. a plan would cut the
present tax bite in half for the consumer, yet still supply enough
money to run the country and all the governmental program s. The
head of the IRS has even declared the feasibility of the program.
Why is this not instituted you ask? Because the religious and
charitable organizations in this coutnry claim if religious and
charitable gifts were not deductable, no money would be available
to these org~nizations. In other words people support the
organizations for tax purposes.
It would seem Congress is scared of thunderbolts from heaven or
perh_
aps their own campaigns are fattened by the religions and
charities. In any case they take no action.
In both cases - that of the CIA and IRS- policy is the same as it
ha~ always been even though violations and inequities are clearly
evident. Unless something is done, and fast, similar cases will
ev~lve until t~is country is in the firm grip of Big Brother and his
various agenc1~s.

All Shook Up
Dear Editor,
In response to your article en·
titled ''Encounter Groups Aim
Unclear," I would like to clear up
some "misconceptions" that
were created because of poor
journalism, which the Easterner
seems to be noted for.
First of all, as I am sure you
have already found out from
more reliable individuals than
yourself, the "encounter group"
had nothing to do with the
Psychology Dept. For those of
you who may not know, which
probably consist of only one
member of the Easterner's
staff, there are two separate &
distinct Psychology curriculums
on this campus. There is the
Psychology Dept. & there is the
Applied Psychology Dept. Now,
since I have stated that the
"group" was not related to· the
Psychology Dept., I'll leave it up
to your unquestionable deduc·
tive reasoning ability to figure

...
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Lorello, it is not the Home
Economics Department. Wrong
again.
Secondly, as was repeatedly
mentioned to you, as I was a
member of the "group", this
was not an encounter group and
it was never intended to be one.
If you would like to find out
sometime to increase your own
intelligence I will define an encounter for you. So to correct
another malady of journalism
and to set the record straight
for the second time the group
was just that-a group. A group
of students from the "other"
Department taking a course in
Interpersonal Relationships. If
you would like to label the ,
group, which journalists love to
do, then you could label it an
"awareness group", and even
that would be stretching it.
Thirdly, "more evidence of
the superficialities and
generalizations" of journalism
at wor~ is shown by Mr. Lorellos'
journalistic ability of presenting
only half the facts so as to try
and pull off some journalistic
flim-flam. This is evidenced by
Mr. Lorelle's account of one of
the exercises in which he par·
ticipated. The purpose of the
simple "yes" and "no" exercise
was not to create a forum for
"personal attacks, emotional
breakdowns, or mob behavior"
nor was it done to "devastate
some poor soul". Journalists
may go into such dramatics to
make "good copy", but it is not
necessary for psychologically
adjusted individuals to do so.
The purpose of the exercise, as
was explained to you if you ever
listened, was to demonstrate
how people can form first impressions without getting to
know someone from the inside
out first. The procedure involved
was to first ask a subject a "yes
or no" question about him or
herself, then write down an
adjective to indicate one's first
impression. Then the subject
was allowed to elaborate on any
of the questions in order to
clarify them.
After this was doile and the
subject had gone deeper into his
existential position each group
member either rejected or
accepted his or her individual
first impression of the subject.
So there was no "group" annihilation of a subject, just a
simple exercise in the incongruencies of people's first
impressions.
So, "a major problem appears
in the role of the" journalist
"and how the" Journalism
Department "can prevent some
poor groups' identity from being
devastated. "The danger here is
apparent even to the untrained
eye". A person who parades as
a journalist, but who cannot
seem to get facts straight or
does not wish to reveal all the
facts, can be very detrimental to
the health of a newspaper's
realiability. I'm sure you won't
print this since it is detrimental
to your ego, however, to avoid
other such journalistic flukes
may I make one suggestion,
"Get your shit together"
Pete Peterson
Applied Psychology

We acknowledge the group
does indeed operate within the
confines of the Applied
Psychology Department.
However, the Easterner stands
behind the rest of the report as
filed, and feels the program
warrants investigation. -ED.

Crass, Disrespectful
Dear Editor,
Since I am an active christian,
I feel that it is mv obli~ation to
write a letter to voice my
opinion on a particular issue. I
. am bothered by the article that
was printed in the Easterner
titled "Alive, Well, and living in
Rio." I know that the April 1
issue was printed as a joke. I
also realize that it was intended
to be humorous. However, as a
Christian I don't appreciate that
kind of so-called humor. That article was crass, disrespectful,
and rude. I am very disappointed
in the Easterner because I feel
the paper lowered its standards
in the article that they accepted
for the April Fools issue.
When I read .an article like the
one on God, the subject matter
of my·beliefs become a joke. My
relationship with the Lord or
with other people is certainly no
joke. It is most evident that the
author wasn't very proud of his
article. Fake names in this article are dishonest and do not
reveal the writer as sincere. I
believe that a writer or anyone
else, should not say what they
do not believe or are not proud
of, they should not be doing it.
I have a hard time trying to
understand how anyone could
have the gall, to say, "It isn't
easy for the Lord to compete
with MacDonalds, and Massage
parlors." The author makes it
sound like God has to compete,
in order to be number one.
I have expressed my feelings
and ideas because I think that it
would be wrong for me to let
that article pass by without
comment. I am not afraid to say
that I .am a Christian, because I
believe that not enough people
stand up for what they believe.
When I read an article like
"Alive, Well, and living in Rio," I
feel that I should say something
about it, so I did.
Kelly Dullanty
The interview with God was
written by Paul Warner,
Associate Editor of the
Easterner -ED.

Poor Taste Shown
Dear Editor,
I found the April 1st edition
to the Easterner in very poor
taste and in particular the interview with God (page 7). I take
offence at such disrespect of
other beliefs, and I personally
take offence at that article. It is
really inconsiderate to make
light of and belittle others
beliefs. Such journalisr11 is in
very bad taste and an abuse of
print and funds.
Tim A. Lewis
E. 207 Indiana
Spokane
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In My Opinion: Blood Bath?
Do you think with a Com·
niunist takeover in Southeast
Asia, the alleged blood bath"
will occur? '
·
11

Katie Andrist
Sophomore- Undeclared
Yes. I don't think they can
take over a country without
causing a lot of people to lose·
their lives. But I hope they won't
do it.

Probably, it seems to me to
be the Communist way. They
force their opinions on the population by acts of terrorism.

Probably. Because of the fact
that the Viet Cong in general are
striving for some kind of self
determination. If it takes a blood
bath to get it that's the way it
will be. The Thieu regime
doesn't serve the interest of the
people, as a result there will
probably be a blood bath
because that's the way those
people solve things.

David Johnson
History-Senior
I don't think there will be a
blood bath to the extent it has
been built up. The situation
would have been different if the
Communists had been allowed
to take over peacefully.

Molly McKay
Freshman- Nursing
I believe it's just a civil war
and we should not be involved.
There is a chance that one
might occur. If there is a blood
bath, it would be no worse than
the war that is presently going
on.

Dave Kibler
Freshman - Geology
Yes, to a certain extent.
That's the way Communists do
things and get a hold on the
populace. They work with terror
to terrorize the population and
that's how they get their power.

/

Patti Leus
Junior-Chemistry
I don't know that a blood bath
will occur. As far as I know the
people don 't care what kind of
government they are under. It's
a possibility-just about
anything is.

Dia Ali
Sophomore-Business Administration
No. Because everybody there
is very tired of the wa r. They all
need peace by whatever means.
It's a very special case because
the war has been going on for a
long time. Previous practices of
terrorism will not happen.

Crime Check

Pam Wall
Freshman-Accounting

Doug Holland
Senior-Sociology, Recreation

Poli ce Agents Outlawed
SAN FRANCISCO - l he
California State Supreme Court
·has outlawed the al l-toocommon practice of undercover
police agents posing as
students on college campuses
to compile intelligence files.
In a unanimous decision, the
court declared that such surveillance activities violate state
and federal guarantees of
freedom of speech as well as
California's constitutional "right
t·o privacy" amendment, passed
by the voters in 1972.
The court ruled that, unless
police can show a compelling
public interest for entering
college campuses to gather intelligence data, their presence
in classrooms constitutes
"government snooping in the
extreme." Police surveillance
would inhibit the traditional atmosphere of freedom of speech
found on college campuses,
Justice Mathew Tobriner wrote

Foosball
Pool

Pir1ball

in the court's opinion.
The decision was handed
down in connection with a law
suit filed by UCLA History
Professor Hayden V. White. The
suit sought to stop surveillance
on the UCLA campus by agents
of the Los Angeles Police
Department. According to the
suit, LAPD undercover officers
have registered as students and
attended many classes.
Following the classes, the suit
alleged, officers have submitted
reports to the police department on discussions held in the
classrooms. Other police agents
joined campus organizations,
attended meetings of the
groups and compiled reports on
members for police dossiers.
LAPD officials would not admit that such surveillance has
been a common practice, but
they defended their right to use
undercover police on campus.

Sandwiches
&
Beverages

•I

EWSC Automobile Struck
A 1973 Plymouth, belonging
to EWSC, was wrecked when a
1973 Grand Prix apparently
crossed to the wrong side of the
road and struck the legally
parked state car. Both cars were
completely wrecked.
The state car was checked
out to Campus Safety Chief
Barney lssel. It was parked in
front of his Cheney home when
the incident happened April 4.
According to the investigating officer, Sgt. Larry
Smith of Cheney Police, the incident is still under investigation.
The Campus Safety van was
vandalized while the attending
officers were in Dressler Hall
ApriJ 2 to investigate a false fire
alarm.
The left side door window
was broken, radio power charger
damaged, and radio antenna
pulled out.
):C
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Patrick Laffey returned to his
Martin Hall office after spring
vacation to find two rolling
chairs, two regular chairs, and a
four drawer file cabinet stolen.
These were all EWSC property.

According to the report the
lock had not been tampered
with.
Kenny Condon of Pearce Hall
arrived back at his room March
31 to find his door cracked and
the lock torn loose. Nothing was
missing from his room according
to the Campus Safety Report.

Another bike was stored in the
room also but was not stolen.
According to the .report a key
was apparently used to gain entry as the lock had not been
tampered with.

All bicycle owners in the city
of Cheney must register their
bikes to comply with Cheney
* >',c *
Municipal Code 11.44.020.
Bill Storms, Steeter Hall ResiAs a service to the students
dent, discovered his $ 100 Campus Sa f ety will be
Schwinn, 10-speed bike was registering bikes at their office
stolen during spring vacation.
Mon.- Fri. 8-1 2 am.m and ·
The bike was chained and Sat. 12- 2 p.m.
locked in the second f loor
Owners must bring their bike
Streeter Hall storage room. and $1 to register.

Faculty News Notes
James A. O'Brien, professor
of finance and management information systems is the author
of a newly published textbook,
"Computors in Business
Management: An Introduction.
Richard D. I rwi n , In c .,
Homewood, Ill., is the publisher.
Walter L. Powers, professor
of psychology and education

was a recent guest in the home
of Korean Am ba ssador -atLarge, Lee Bum-Suk, in Seoul,
Korea.

Donald Barnes, professor of
history, has had a review of the
book To Save a Nation ,
published in the journal, "The
Historian."

Boogie to
.,

SHOWILTER'S HALL
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MESSENGER
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Friday Night
9:00 to 1:00
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By Orchesis

Performances Due

',

By Jim Elliott

elements as interpreted by
dancers Knapp, John Delong,
Judy Messenger, Lande, Miller,
Nadine Balabanis, Chimtrakool,
and Cordes.
Music by the Moody Blues
and from Ryan's Daughter accompanied by a slide show,
which will give patterns and
colors to the costumes, will be .
used during the dance.
· Ritual Finale
The
grand
finale,
choreograP.hed by Bucklin, will
consist of five dances based on
traditional sacrificial rites. The
full cast will perform in the five
part ritual cnsisting of a procession, dance of the maidens,

next part of the concert with a
variety of different dance forms.
Kalya Chimtrakool will perform a Thai dance and will be
dressed in her country's
traditional costume. She
choreographed the dance called
"Lao Pan."
Helen Reddy's ''I Am
Woman," choreographed by
gymnastics coach Maxine Davis,
will be danced by Melody Truitt.'
The modern dance number will
interpret the title song.
Husband and wife team of
John and Dayle Ann Delong will
do a duet to Issac Hayes' "Ellie's
Love Theme" from Shaft. The
dance, titled "Our Love," will
show "an expression of their
love in the perspective of their
marriage."
Debbie Lande will dance
"Space Oddity" to electronic
music and will be costumed as
an outer space creature.
"Cloak and Dagger ,"
choreographed by Truitt, will

News Writer
Orchesis Annual Spring
Dance Concert opens tonight in
the Dustin Dance Studio of
Phase II and will run six days April 10-12, and 17-19 - with
curtain time each evening at
8:15.
Orchesis Dancers, the
honorary dance group at
Eastern, have been practicing
since January in preparation for
the hour and a half show where
twenty dances will be performed.
Orchesis director Edith
Bucklin says the Spring Concert
will offer a wide variety of dance
techniques. She said the concert's real "uniqueness" is
mostly behind the scenes.
"Afl the ·dances are
·choreographed by the performers who are also responsible for designing and making the
costumes they wear. This work
plus the many hours of practice
in pddition to the dancers'
regular school work is a tremendous undertaking," she said.
Bucklin added that the entire concert would not be possible without the $1200 funded
by the Associated Students and
said this is why Orchesis does
not charge admission.
1950's Suite
Opening the concert will be a
suite of seven dances set in a
1950's soda shop and will contrast the athlete/cheerleader
stereotypes with music that w11
range from the Crewcuts

Percussion
Ensemble

dance of the chosen one, dance
of the sacrifice, and recessional.
have her, Debbie Cserpes, and
Hitomi Vollmer in the roles of
spy girls dancing to Issac Hayes'
"Walk to Regio's" from Shaft.·
Rags and Rhythm, danced to
the Jackson-S ' s "Dancing
Machine," will be a personification of a Raggedy Ann doll dancing, with the dance and
choreography by Janet Janson.
Truitt performs a modern
theatrical mime to Helen Reddy's "Last Blues Song."
Olivia Newton John's "I
Honestly Love You" will be
danced to by Bucklin and John
Delong. The duo also performed
their dance during the Feb. miniconcert.
Dancing Elements
A modern dance suite depicting the elements Air, Water,
Earth, and Fire was
choreographed by Bucklin and
will concentrate on the shape,
form, and movement of the

"ShhBoom" to Leonard
Bernstein's 'West Side Story."
Dancers will be Butch Miller,
Roxy Neil, Debbie Lande, Jim
Yates, John Delong, Dayle Ann
Delong, Len Cordes, Sandy
Knapp, Jim Mellen, Melody
Truitt, Joe Mellen, and Bucklin.
Miller, Lande, Bucklin, and
Dayle
Ann
Delong
choreographed the suite.
Vibrations Suite
Ten dances will comprise the

EASTERN'S ORCHESIS WILL PRESENT TWO PERFORMANCES this
we·ekend at Phase II. Orchesis is an international honorary dance organiza·
tion formed of dance gro~ps from around the world. (Photo: J!m Elliot)

Takes First
Eastern Washington State
College Percussion Ensemble
won first place in division 2 of
the Washington State Percussive Arts Society competition held at EWSC recently and
will represent EWSC and
Wash ington state at the
western states finals competition at California State College,
Northridge, April 12.
To make the trip, the EWSC
group is soliciting funds which
may be sent to the EWSC Percussion Ensemble Fund Drive in
care of the EWSC music department, Martin J. Zyskowski,
ensemble director, said.
EWSC will meet college percussion ensembles from
Arizona , Colorado, Idaho,
California, Oregon, Utah and
Mexico, if sufficient funds are
raised , Zyskowski said. The
group has received $300 from
the EWSC Associated Students
but additional funds are still
needed, he said.

Love is a giving thing.
A perfect Keepsake
diamond says it all,
reflecting your love in
its brilliance and beauty.
_ 1:. .r,,~, And you can choose with
r~~~~·~~".'l~1~
~ confidence because the
Keepsake guarantee assures
perfect clarity, fine white
color and precise
Rachel
modern cut. There is
no finer diamond ring.

,.

Keepsakt!
Box 90, Syracuse, N. Y. 13201
Ph!ase send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engage ment and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25¢.

Address._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Citv---,.---------------------.
ORCHESIS HAS BEEN BASICALLY AN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY at Eastern but if proposals that are now
being formulated are approved, the college may be offering its first minor programs in dance. (Photo: Jim Elliot)
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Next Month

Dorm Courts Seen
by Debbie Sutton
News writer
The long inactive Residence
Hall. Courts should be in operation by the first of next month,
according to AS Attorney
General, Jerry Howe.
Howe, who was appointed Attorney General March 31, after
.the resignation of Lyle Grambo,
said, "The number one priority
right now is to get the dorm
court system going by the end
of the month."
He said he is getting good cooperation from Al Ogdon, dean
of Student Services. "As soon
as we get all the people appointed," Howe said, "Ogdon
has agreed to help us with orientation sessions for court
members."
Ogdon, wt.lo has been working
with students on a residence
hall court system for most of
this year, said he is not discouraged with the slow
progress.
"There have been several
changes of faces in leadership
roles," he said. "These people
have little experience in this
area and it will take time."
The biggest drawback .to .
residence hall courts he can see,
Ogdon said, is the time demand
on individuals involved.
"I can't foresee the dor.m
courts handling more than one
case a night. In fact, they
probably won't be able to handle
more than three cases a week.
I've handled as many as five a
day," Ogdon said.
He said he also feels
student's cases should be heard
without any real delay because,
"People accused of something
want to get it off their back."
Fair and Consistent
Another of Ogdon's worries is
that the dorm court may not
operate fairly and consistently
so that the accused is given a
fair hearing.
"Non -professional courts
have a tendency of attracting
shade tree lawyers who enjoy
bending the system at
somebody else's expense," he
said.
Ogdon said he really hears of
no one wanting a dorm court
system except the A.S. "I've yet
to hear a dormatory request a

residence hall court," he said.
Worries Groundless
Vic Pestrin, chairman of the
Special Student Judicial System
Investigation committee said,
"These are groundless worries
in that the Court has never been
given ample · opportunity to
operate. It has been stymied by
many individuals along the
way." He said he felt before the
value of the court could be accurately assessed, it must first
be allowed to operate.
Pestrin also said the AS is
pushing the court because, "We
feel the AS should exert itself
more in the judicial area."
Stephen Tauten, AS Superior
Court Justice said the need for
organization and dedicated people is most important right now.
"This quarter we are trying to
get together a dorm court that
will preside in conjunction as a
lower court of the superior
court.
"We need representatives
who are willing to get into the
court system and learn about it.
People who are interested need
to realize this opportunity.

exists," Tauten said.
The residence hall court will
consist of one deputy Attorney
General and one justice from
each dorm. A five-member
board·of counsel will also be appointed from the students at
large.
The Justices' duties will be to
hear cases involving dorm
residents and the role of a deputy Attomey General will be to
act as counsel for the plaintiff
and to advise both defendants
and witnesses of their rights.
The Board of Counsel will be
responsible for providing legal
counsel to students charged
with violations of the student
conduct code.
The Court will have the power
to handle all cases except major
ones such as rape.
In all cases a student will
have the choice of whether he
wishes hi$ case to be heard by
the residence hall court or by
Ogdon.
Several of the justices and
two of the Board of Counsel
members have· already been appointed Howe said.

Al Ogdon

Jerry Howe

For Voters

Registration Week Die
Eastern students 18 years or
older can register to vote during
Voter Registration Weeks which
began Monday.
The AS Legislature has
declared April 7-11 and April
14- 18. as Voter Registration
Weeks. - Registration is being
held at the PUB Mainstreet
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily.
The two reasons cited for
Eastern voter registration are
the majority of Eastern students
attend nine months out of the
year, and the registration is in

conjunction with the 19 year old
drinking bill.
Five deputy voter regist rars
are authorized by Spokane
County to conduct the registration. They are Dennis Brandt,
Pat O'Donnell, Jim Wal lingford,
Bill Loomis and Paul Scroggie.
Vot i ng areas can be
transfer red after a 30 day·
residency status in Washington.
Dennis Brandt said the student election turn. out may
change after the voter registration.

Eagle Bear Removed
Harlan Eaglebear's nonattendance at AS Legislature
meetings finally caught up with
him as the Legislature voted 10·
0-2 to remove him from his position.
Eaglebear was not at the
meeting at which ihis legislative
fate was decided.
Chainnan of the Legislature
Review Committee, Vic Pestrin,
introduced the motion to
remove Eaglebear citing nonattendance at four Legislature
meetings and three Leg. Review
Committee meetings of which
Eaglebear was a member, as the
reasons.
"It is a matter of attendance,
not one of non-performance of
duties or dereliction of duty,"
Pestrin said.
Eaglebear had missed AS
Legislature meetings Feb. 24,
March 10 and March 17; and
had missed committee

meetings Feb. 25, March 4 and
March 11 , according ·to Pestrin.
Eaglebear was removed under the provisions of Bill #7 475 / 185 which provide for
removal if three meetings are
missed in a quarter.
Hakeem Adebasin , AS
legislator, asked, ''Has
Eaglebear ever given reasons
for missing meetings?"
Speaker Gary Nisker said he
had affidavits concerning his

absences from meetings
before the present bill went into
effect. The bill was approved
Feb. 24.
Pestrin replied Eaglebear
could have come before the Leg.
Review Committee and the
Legislature itself to present his
case but did not.
The only legislators who did
not vote for removal were
Nisker and Chris Hickey, who
both abstained.

Harlan Eagle Bear

HENEY Dept.Store

Unique Cooperative Preschool
will hold its yearly Open House

on Apri I 14 thru the 17th from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Open House will be held in the basement of the Lutheran
church on Elm Street. We extend a special invitation to all
parents who are interested in learning and spending time
with their children to attend our Open House and view our
unique. school.

For additional information
please phone 235-81 45
#################

• All Albums s6.98/ upDiscounted s2.00
• All Other AlbumsDiscounted s1 .50

• Best Prices in Town for Television &
Stereos, Cameras & Accessories
<:alculators & CB Equipment

TOWN & COUNTRY
T:V & APPllANCE

Authorized Radio Shack Franchiser
317 1st St. 9:30- 6:00 P.M. 235-6122

Best place to buy
Your MEW Pair
of Spring Shoes

j

I_

SERVICE:
While-U-Wait
All Types Shoes Repaired
Western Boots
Polish- Accessories
'

EDDY'S SHOE SHOP
108 College

Thousands of Topi cs
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cov er postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
·

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SU ITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALI F. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold fo r
research assistance only.
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Planetarium Hosts Groups

BEHIND THE SEATS and near the door is a control panel. The man working
the panel can flash on the stars, the sun, the various planets, the moon, a
celestial meridian, and even a satellite. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Eastern Funded
More than $1.5 million in
federal, state and institutional
loans, grants, work-study funds
and scholarships are being
made available to Eastern
Washington State College
students this academic year.
Susan L. Shackette, EWSC
financial aids director, said no
single award or part-time
employment can exceed a
student's "calculated need" as
determined by the financial aid
office.
Largest federal funds, $733,503, are for National Direct Student Loans. EWSC has 789
recipients of this program which
provides loans up to $2,500 a
year, with_a maximum of $5,000
for undergraduates, and $5,000
for graduate students.
Loans are payable within 10
years at a minimum of $30 a
month at 3 per cent interest.
But graduate s who become
teachers in certain fields can
have a portion of the debt
cancelled, Mrs. Shackette said.
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program provide s
federal funds of $ 153,566 for
266 recipients. This program
pro vide s gra nt s up to a
maximum of $1,050 a yea r for
freshmen and sophomores.
Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant funds of $98,526 provide federal funding for
320 qua lified students for
grants from $200 to $1,500 a
year. A total of $4,000 may be
awarded in four years under this
program, Mrs. Shackette said.
Work-study funds, also from
federal sources provides EWSC
with $83,818 part-time employment of qualified student s.
There are 320 students on thi s
program th is year, she said.
Sixty-nine nursing students
have qualified for loans under a
$57,943 federal program which
provides for repayment at a
r.iinimum of ,J. 5 a month over
...
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10 yea rs at 3 per cent interest.
But up to 85 per cent of the loan
may be cancelled if nurses take
employment in certain areas.
There is also a federal nursing grant program totaling
$14,150 for which 69 EWSC
students have qualified, Mrs.
Shackette said, and a $9,800
federal grant program for inservice law enforcement personnel.
Three state programs also
provide funds, a total of $358, -

by Jay Wilson
News Editor
One of the busier labs on
campus is the planetarium on
the second floor of the science
building.
Although relatively unknown
among
students,
the
planetarium has been getting
from one t0 five groups a week
this year from around the area.
The groups have varied from
grade school and high school
students to survival students
from Fairchild, and even to a
group of ministers. They have
come to learn about the solar
system and the universe in
which we live.
According to Daryl Jones. a
student who gives most of the
o u t s i d,e I e c t u r e s , t h e
planetarium was installed when
the science building was constructed.
It consists of a square room
which has a large round dome
built into the ceiling. The dome
measures 25 feet in diameter
and is twelve feet deep.
Directly underneath th-e
center of the dome is a large,
complex projection system
.which simulates the sky.
According to physics
professor George Stahl the
system can simulate the sky,
sh0wing the stars and planets
for all four seasons.
Three rows of seats have
been arranged circularly around
the projection system so
viewers can look up into the
dome as the stars and planets
are projected.
Behind the seats and near
the door is a control panel. The
man working the panel can flash
on the stars, the sun, the
various planets, the moon. a
celestial meridian, and even a
satellite.

some of the things he talks
about.

He h~s slides showing the artists conception of some of the
constellations and has
telescopic photos of some of
the planets, other slides of stars
of various sorts and in' phases.
He also has slides of pictures
taken by some of the U.S. space
efforts.
Interspersed with all these
slides is Daryl's commentary on
many of the more easily understood aspects of the universe, He talks of the imm~nse

distance of the universe, ol the
ways in which stars are formed,
of the relationships of stars or
of galaxies.
He says that most of his
groups have maintained a real
interest in the presentation,
even grade-schoolers despite
the lenRth of it.
Daryl is enthusiastic about
giving the lectures and says to
arrange for one,. all a group
needs to do is contact the
physics secretary who will set
up a time.

825.

One is a state need grant
Professor Stahl says the
program of $241,030, for which planetarium is used to help
527 EWSC students have students identify the different
qualified. A State Work-Study stars and planets and some of
Program with 29 recipients is the different constellations.
funded for $34,140, and a State
The planetarium is kept busy
Tuition and Fee Waiver Program by Daryl Jones who has been inprovides $83,655 for 210 terested in astronomy since he
recipients, she said.
was fourteen and spent many
In addition, more than $100,- hours studying the sky and
000 in scholarships are learning about it.
available. About half of these
Jones put together a lecture
are awarded through the EWSC in 1972 that he has been
financial aids office and half giving regularly since. The lecthrough outside sources.
ture is an hour and a half in
The EWSC financial aids of- length and Daryl says he could
fice has processed about 2,000 lecture up to three hours to outapplications for federally in- side groups.
sured loans which must be obBesides using the projection
tained by each student from a system, he has three slide trays
participating lending institution. which he uses to help visualize

John Roberts
Ring Day

Thurs., April 17
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10-25%

Rings, bracelets,
necklaces, watchbands , buckles, and squash
blossoms.

G~fts that say you care ...

9:00-4:00

5021/2 First St,.

235-6156

Downtown Cheney

A Better than Gold Ring* A Lower than Gold Price
,,

· Art materials, custom framing ,
Burns of Boston photo frames, plants,
Planters and hangers, ceramics,
ma:crame ' books and supplies .. .

ALIL INDIAN TURQUOISE
Jewelry
Reduced

eSee Represe·ntative
In The Pub
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Ecologist Says

Nuclear Plants lmininent
I

There is a possibility there
will be 1000 nuclear reactors in
the United States by the year
2000, even though there is a
large body of opinion from
around the wrold' nuclear power
is a dangerous plan to follow.
This was one of the points
made by David Brower in a
speech to a large crowd in
Showalter Auditorium Tuesday
morning.
Brower, who is a former
president of the Sierra Club and
is now with the Friends of the
Earth Foundation, has been
working for environmental
causes since shortly after the
end of World War II.
Brower began his talk by ilfragile the
Earth's environment really is. In
doing this he simplified the
Earth, comparing it to an egg.
He said one drop of water
1us tr at in g how

compared to an egg is how
much water the earth actually
has. One dirty speck on an egg
represents the soil usable for
growing things.
He said if one were to boil
down the earth's history into a
six day period, man has created
most of its problems in the last
one five-hundredth of a second.
Brower's main opic of concern focused on nuclear power,
however. He admitted there are
differing opinions on its relative
sa fety, but said he would consider it unsafe until four goals
could be met
His goals are: perfection in
engineering, perfection in
maintenance and operation, no
threat of sabotage, and no
threat of war.
Instead of nuclear power
Brower proposed several alternatives. He said we must either
cut our energy growth demands.

or possibly try for negative
growth.
The U.S. must also spend
more time developing solar
energy and its counterpart, wind
energy, he said.
He said the U.S. must also
make industry and agriculture
less energy intensive and put
less emphasis on the machine.
Brower explained Friends of
the Earth is now engaged in
making a long laundry list of
alternatives for energy, but the
real key to making it to the 21st
century will be love.

Pentagon Teams
WASHINGTON - The Pentagon, teamed up with private
American industry, is currently
training military personnel in at
least 34 countries.

DAVID BROWER OF THE FRIENDS OF THE EARTH FOUNDATION stresses
a point on the su6ject of alternative plans for energy in his speech in
Showalter Auditorium Tuesday. (Photo: Don McIntyre)

Budgeting

Guidelines Spelled Out In New·Bill
by Carl Wirsching
Managing Editor
The AS Legislature finally
came to grips with the problems
presented to them by President
Emerson Shuck's memos
regarding funding; by passing
Bill 74-75/190 at Monday's
meeting.
The bill spe lls out the
guidelines the AS Legislature
will follow in presenting its
budget requests to the Services
and Activities Fees Committee.
Sponsored by Legislator Dave
Briedenbach and revised by the
Legislative Review Committee,

the bill specifies the Legislature
will hold, "budget hearings open
to all members of the campus
community."
From these hearings th e
Legislature will com pose a
budget request for the spending
of all monies in Fund 522,
according to the bill.
Th e l egi s l a t hn1-a-1-s-o
stipulates, all programs or
operations receiving funds from
the Associated Students shall
say the same on all items of
promotion, notice or advertisement.
A Sign On a Bus?
The wording of the section

dealing with attribution, section
four, was haggled by the
Legislature because of the
problem presented by the Magic
Bus.
"There is no way we're going
to stick, 'funded by the AS,' on a
bus. If it appears on all notices,
ads and promos which we
produce, that will provide for
adequate enforcement of this
section ," legislator Ike Higgins
said.
It was questioned as to
whether the Magic Bus was subsidized by Fund 522 monies and
t herefore cam e under th e
provisions of the bill.
Legi slator John Sanchez said
the money for the subsidy did
come from that fund.
He explained the money was
ori ginally allocated to The
East~rner but was taken from
that account, which comes under Fund 521, and transferred
to the Emergency Fund, which is
Fund 522.
More Problems
The problem of attribution
was not the only one which

c aused concern among
legislators.
San che z contended the
holding of budget hearings was
in conflict with the memo sent
by Schuck to the AS Legislature
Feb. 25.

constitutiona l because enforcement should be done by himself
or the Speaker.
The problem was settled by
an amendment proposed by
Higgins which inserted two commas and deleted an "and."

Legislator Roge·r Sand on
countered, "This is merely the
method 'Ne are using to prepare
our budget request. We're not
going to tamper with any other
budgets. "
Fred Johns, vice president for
Business and Management, said
he did not think the provision for
budget hea rings conflicted with
Shuck's memo.
Daryl Hagie, vice president
for Student Services added, " I
think the Services and Activities
Fees Committee would fi nd t he
AS proposed budget helpful but
would have to allow student
groups to appea r before it."

As the bill now reads the
Finance committee wi ll simply
report any discrepencies to the
legisla ture to in su re the
provisions of the act are
adhered to.

Clause A of secti on 10
provides for t he enforcement of
t he bill and AS president Pat
Hayes contended it was un-

Not Enough Time
Throughout the enti re consideration of the bill, Sanchez
complained he had not had suf f1cien time to inspect the
changes made by the
Legislative Review Committee.
To al low him t ime the
Legislature recessed for one
half hour.
Wh en t he Legis latur e
reconven ed they approved the
bill by a 10-1· 1 vote. Sanchez
voted no and Hakeem Adebesin
abstained.

Bus Committee To Start Surv-eys
In an effort to cut out the use
of excess buses, the Commuter
Bus Committee at Eastern is
conducting an hourly two week
survey of the Cheney-Spokane
commuters.
Ike Higgi ns, a member of the
comm ittee, said t he empty
sea t s in Ja nu ary cost the
':t..<c.,S

s-<..o~

Associated Students $ 1,373.86
and in February the cost was
$1 ,740.85.

He said t he equivalent empty
buses for January numbered 77
and the February total was 96.
Through the survey, which
began Monday, Higgins sa id the
'Cess in buses at certain hours

Tots Inn Day Care
11

Supervision with Loving Care"

~

c~ ~1'()
J//~l'i

s

Snacks and Lunches

~s

Corner Second & C, Cheney
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Weekdays

-

MEN'S & WOM EN'S
Styling
and
Blow Cuts
STYLING SALON

506 1st Street

CALL 235-4353
Q-f~

Higgins sa id the AS will
attempt to initiate the Commuter Bus Co mmittee as a
standing legislative committee.

Snip 1 N Style

DROP-INS WELCOME

l

and cer t ain areas ca n be
eliminated. Changes in the bus
schedules will not begin until
Fall quarter.

Cheney

s-'-'
~'\)

235-4975
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From The Real World
Consumer

Watch:
'

By Sissy Garstad
Real World Staffwriter

April 1 was the day designated "All
Fools Day" in America. Similarly, April
15th is the deadline for filing your 1974
Federal Income Tax return.
If you are among the countless
Americans that require ~ssistance in the
traditionally repugnant task of com-

Taxpayers Should Be Wary of Tax Preparation Companies
__
pleting your W-2 forms, then a quick
check of the local telephone directory will
furnish the following information: Accountants, Attorneys, Bookkeeping Service, and also, Tax Return Preparation.
The other alternative is to abide by the
consultation services of the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) to alleviate your
annual tax preparation woes.
Friday the Easterner interviewed

Washington State assistant Attorney
Gener.al, Roger Reed, on the telephone
and informed Mr. Reed the W-2 forms of
an Eastern Washington State College
student were being withheld by a
national tax preparation firm.
The student had objected to the enormous preparation fee after repeatedly
asking for an estimate during the consultation.

Blind For ADay :Confidence To Confusion

.,

.:;,
.~

by Kevin Taylor
Real World Staff Writer
Being blind in a sighted world means
relying on others for assistance in new
situations. building confidence and selfreliance to the nth degree, and forcing
people to accept you as a human being
and not as an object of pity. I was only
blind for a matter of hours and I still
couldn't handle it.
The whole thing started when my
editor asked me to give up my eyesight
for a day. For some unknown reason , I
accepted. I woke up that morning feeling
like a kid on his first cub scout overnighter. The excitement of challenging
the unknown drove all apprehension from
my mind.
While shaving was a bit tricky, I
bree zed through the shower and
managed to get dressed with no
problems. I jauntily felt my way down the
hall, caught the elevator, and found a
seat in the lobby to await my guide.

.y

Sitting down is one of the hardest parts. What's even tougher is getting up again when you
find that you're in the wrong class .

J"

We strolled across campus to
Tawanka with no hesitation. I knew
exactly where I was and exactly where I
was going. Elation replaced excitement.
With a trusted guide and some selfconfidence there was nothing to worry
about.
At breakfast, I will still riding high on
this initial wave of zeal. I assumed I had
cut my pancakes into edible portions until
I stuffed at least half of the thing into my
mouth. That was the first crack in the
wall. Panic mounted as the rest of the
pancakes seemed determined to elude
my fork.
Because of the psychological value of
knowing that I was not blind but only
blindfolded, I refused to let this
experience sink in. Breakfast was
finished smoothly and off we went to the
Science Building for my first class of the
day.
This is where the awesomeness of the
undertaking first hit me. I had never been
in the Science Building before and all of
my previous confidence was replaced
with fear and uncertainty. With no idea of
what lay ahead, behind, or on either side
of me , I grew increasingly hesitant. Absolute confidence had to be placed in my
guide.
We continued down the hall to room
173. I did not step into a classroom, but
into a different world. Details that fill
much of a sighted person's mind were
missing. The size, shape, and color of the
room meant nothing-a chair was
something to sit in, a desk something to
sit at.

'.

In my first "taste" of blindness, I ended up with half a pancake in my mouth and syrup in my
lap.

Since I could not look around to see
who was in the class, or glance at the
clock in my usual five minute intervals, I
concentrated on the lecture. It was
amazingly interesting and over with
amazingly fast. Before I knew it, we were
headiAg for the PUB to get some coffee

Mr. Reed stated, "the student should
file a complaint with my office." When
asked if he has had similar complaints,
he replied, "Yes! This is exactly why the ,
IRS is in the tax assistance business
today."
Reed further commented, "there are
tax preparation firms operating that do
not exercise strict control over their
franchise's. These firms hire and train individuals that are little more than
bookkeepers. The majority of these individuals are · not professionals and are
not licensed. They parlay on the reputation of the Certified Public Accountants,
and are trained in a two or three day
crash preparation program."
Mr. Reed offered several suggestions
to help the taxpayer avoid unnecessary
complications when in pursuit of competent assistance. "Be selective, get a
professional, require an estimate and get
one! Also, ask what the person's
qualifications are."
Reed further suggested, "Ask
questions about the terms and conditions
of the agreement to prepare your income
tax. And remember, even when it is
prepared by a professional, this does not
relieve the taxpayer of responsibility. A
very careful, critical decision must be
made."
The Easterner also interviewed investigator Michael Katz of the Federal
Trade Commission in Seattle.
Mr. Katz stated the FTC has not had
any complaints because "people usually
call the Attorney General's office."
Mr. Katz cited the cease and desist
order agreed to by H & R Block, Inc., on
March 1, 1972:
"Wherein H & R Block, Inc. was found
to be in violation of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. And the practices of H
& R Block, Inc. were found to be false.
misleading, and deceptively injurious to
the public."
It was ordered H & R. Block Inc. do
forthwith cease and desist from:

1.
Getting from one building to another is
the easiest part. There are fewer things
to run into.

and not read the ·paper.
While sitting in· the PUB, I became
aware of people's reactions. Apparently
most assumed this was a class assignment, reacting with laughter and giving
me strange looks.
However, there were others who, on
approaching, fell silent and did not
resume their conversation until they had
passed by.
There were few people would would
engage in normal, everyday conversation.
And such talk was limited as I could only
gather information through the senses of
smell and hearing. Perhaps it was
because I couldn't adjust to my loss of
sight enough to allow others to feel at
ease in my presence.
This impression was intensified just
before my last class. Attempts at conversation were nervous and strained on both
sides and after a while I sat back and fell
silent - a move that magnified the
feeling of isolation.
Shortly after the class began, I
desperately needed to see. I tore the
blindfold off and heaved a sigh of relief
that I was not really blind. There is much
to be gained here; but if I get nothing
more out of this assignment than an appreciation of my eyesight, I'll . still be
thankful.

Using any guarantee without
disclosing the terms or misrepresenting the terms, and
conditions of any guarantee.

customer with a form to be
signed by the customer prior
to the obtaining of any such information clearly stating that
respondent intends to use the
information for purposes other
than the preparation of the
return.
Reed has made several precautionary
suggestions to avoid complications in the
preparation of Federal Income Tax. If a.
problem does arise, the best first step
would be to return to ·the firm or individual that assisted in the preparation.
If satisfaction or agreement cannot be
reached the best second step would be
to contact the nearest Consumer Protection Agency, Washington State Attorney
General's office.
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Commentary

America's Guilt Shows Itself
by Paul Warner
Associate Editor
Several thousand refugees attain
sanctuary in the United States through
the efforts of some private individuals
and the government. The majority of the
refugees are Viet Nam orphans - the
children of the horrors of war, escaping
the "red horde" sweeping down from the
North.
The media offers extensive coverage
of the "baby lift" from Southeast Asia.
Even the President welcomes one of the
planes at Oakland's airport.
America's guilt is salved.
The moral indignation of the 70's,
coupled with a "Peace with Honor"
promulgated by a dishonored President
is but one tine of a two pronged fork that
has been buried into America 's con-

science. The other tine is the
demoralizing realization the best
equipped, best trained military in the
world was beaten by little yellow men
using relatively unsophisticated
weapons.
Yet tonight, millions of Americans can
go to sleep knowing in their hearts that
several thousand "Amerineese" will be
safe from the murdering barbarians from
the North.
In one gigantic swoop, we have re directed our anguish created from an intollerable situation by simply covering
that anguish with the salve of
magna min ity.
America has compounded its anguish
by hysterically rationalizing the Viet Cong
are nothing more than murderers and

rapists solely intent on creating a blood
bath amongst their new subjugants.
This hysteria is nothing more than a
transferral of the hysteria that swept
through South Viet Na m when the North
took two-thirds of the country. and it has
created inconsistencies in our policy.
If America ,s so 111terested in saving
lives and improving the lot of chi ldren ,
why then didn't the US spon sor a similar
airlift from Biafra , from Bangladesh,
from the Sahel? Could it be that these
children are less des.erving or less dead?
America 's obligation , America's guilt,
ca nnot be cast aside by simply accepting
a few children swathed in red , white and
blue diapers. Nor can we forget Viet Nam
by turning our backs and buying off a few
of its people.
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2. Representing the respondent
will reimburse its customers.

3.

Failing to disclose the respondent will not assume the liability for additional taxes
assessed against the
taxpayer.

4.

Representing the respondent
will provide legal representation to customers.

5. Using any information concerning any customer of
respondent obtained as a
result of the preparation of the
customer's tax return without
clearly disclosing to the
customer that respondent in tends to use the information
for purposes other than the
preparation of the customer's
return.

6.

Failing to provide each

'•

Cheney Pipeline Problems Seen
The outlook for the proposed 7.4
million dollar water line from Spokane to
Cheney via Medical Lake and the
Spokane International Airport is grim.
The Spokane County Planning Commission stated under the most favorable
circumstances of final approval, design
and construction, water could not be
delivered to Cheney until January of
1977 .

Cheney's Mayor, Gerrald Blakely,
voiced concern regarding the amount of
time that has expired and will expire
before water is available to the Cheney
.consumer. Although the cost of the water
might be as much as double what Cheney
residents are now paying, Mayor Blakely
expressed the opinion any new building
starts may have to be eliminated until
Ctieney can get outside water.

The "plan" presently calls for the
water project to sink wells near the old
Fort George Wright but an alternate has
been considered to tap off of the existing
Spokane wells ....
The water plan is broken down into
three phases which include population
projections, a land use plan and a sewage
plan.
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Still Majority Leader

Mr. Mardesich Alive and Well

by Bill Jones
News Writer

tax return for 1971.
The sequence of events
Senator August Mardesich, which lead to the grand jury inWashington State Senate vestigation began early in 1972
Majority Leader is currently un- when Mardesich became the
der indictment by a federal leader for the plans of many
grand jury and awaiting trial on democratic senators to oust
charges of extortion and filing a long-time Senate majority
Leader R. R. (Bob) Greive.
fraudulent income fax return.
In the 1972 elections,
The indictment states that
Mardesich "solicited and Greive and Mardesich both
received the payment of were actively supporting
$10,000 ... induced by fear and Democrats in Senate races
under color of official right... in around the state and each
relation to his support for sec- wanted election of senators who
tion 5 of senate bill 52" during would support his candidacy for
majority leader.
the 1971 legislative session.
In late 1972 Mardesich was
The section of the bill would
have required cities expanding voted in as Senate Majority
their garbage service to buy out Leader. The Greive-Mardesich
the contractor already servicing feud intensified, and in January
1973 George Martonik, a Greive
the area.
Governor Evans vetoed this associate and former state
·section of the bill saying if employee signed an affidavit
applied within a city, "might well stating that during a May 21,
convert a standard contract for 1971 meeting of the Refuse
garbage service into one with a Removal Association of which
guaranteed settlement he was executive secretary,
procedure requiring the city to Warren Razore and Bruce Leven
buy equipment it may not need announced they "had expended
or use, along with good will, etc., a large amount of money to obwhich may be of no value to the tain an amendment engrossed
Seante Bill No. 52."
city. "
Martonik's affidavit was
According to the indictment
Bruce Leven of the Bayside made part of the federal-court
Disposal Co. and Warren Razore record in January_1973, but no
of the Seattle Disposal Co. each action was· taken by the grand
paid Mardesich $5,000 for his jury until July 17, 1974.
Extortion and Evasion
support of the legislation, which
The
grand jury investigation
was favorable to them.
proceeded during the latter part
Immunity granted
of 1974 and climaxed in
Leven was granted immunity January 1975 when the
from self-incrimination July 17, testimony from subpoenaed
1974 and tesitified before the witnesses began. Mardesich
grand jury investigating the testified voluntarily before the
grand jury Jan. 8 and later that
charges.
.
The second part of the indict- day was indicted for extortion
ment charges Mardesich with and evasion.
the failure to report the $10 State· Senator Lowell Peter000 from Leven and Razore as son, as a witness, said he told
taxable income on his income the grand jury that he received

campaign comributions from
Mardesich in 1972 but didn't
know where Mardesich got the
money; Peterson said, "I
assumed it came from his personal bank account."
Other questions directed
toward Peterson dealt with his
knowledge of other legislative
candidates who received money
from Mardesich, with Peterson
replying, "I don't have the
answers to those questions."
Steve Brundage, a Democrat
who ran unsuccessfully for · the
House from Chelan County in
1972, also testified before the
grand jury. Brundage told
reporters he had received campaign help and financing from
many sources, but couldn't
remember if any came from
Mardesich.
Mardesich has stated that he
did administer a fund that distributed money to candidates,
but has f altly refused taking a
payoff to push legislation
favoring refuse hauling in·
terests. He said the accusation
grew out of his battle with the
previous Senate Majority Leader
R. R. Greive.
Mardesich's conviction on the
extortion and tax evasion
charges could mean as much as
$15,000 in fines and up to 23
years in prison.
To thjs date Mardesich still

Jf'a

degree of power held by that
man.
The impression that
Mardesich does in fact hold this
power is voiced by two student
legislative interns from EWSC,
Frank Davis and Debbie Kingsly.
Both students were in Olympia during the period of the indi ct men t and subsequent
caucus decis ion to reta in
Mardesich as the Seante Majority Leader. Both felt, Mardesich
was a dominant influence over
the Senate as a whole, and their
respective state Democratic
senators who they interned for
during the session.
To what extent can power be
grasped and used in our
democratic institutions? The
state Senate with a predomi·
nant Democratic majority can be
controlled by that majority's
views. The problem arises that
those views often times are the
policies of a handful of powerful
men, rather than the true
majority.
Mardesich awaits a trial date
in June of this year. In the
meantime, Washington state
can be proud of, if nothing else,
to quote Richard Larsen of the
Seattle times , "If he
(Mardesich) is successful, it
would produce the historic oddity of a man acting as the Senate
leader while under indictment."

retains the Senate Majority seat
under a policy it seems, of innocent until proven guilty being
followed by the Democratic
Caucus.
Analysis
Mardesich attempted to
strengthen his position shortly
after the opening of the last
legislative session with a letter
to his colleagues expounding
this principle and including a
statement of his determination
to continue senate majority
leadership.
Failure of the Democratic
Caucus to unseat Mardesich
brought reversals in statements
by some Democratic senators.
William Day of Spokane prior to
the opening of the legislature
felt, "I think he (Mardesich) will
want some sort of temporary
shift of the burden. I think it
would be difficult for him to
function well under indictment."
Day's current view given by
his office in Olympia, is one of
innocent until proven guilty, and
complete faith in Mardesich's
leadership ability even though
under indictment.
The ability of a man under indictment to maintain his position of Senate Majority Leader
wthin a state legislature
suggests either a true reliance
on the moral principle of
democratic justice, or the

ni1'!} c!Jar9..aina

· ouratioweroJdavi11/}8

Boeing Busts Pot Smokers
SEATTLE- The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington has
fired 15 employees for using
and selling marijuana on company premises.

A Seattle newspaper
reported that the employees
were caught by a soundrecording movie camera concealed in a restroom wall locker.
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By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Spring lntramurals will get
underway next week with a wide
variety of activities available to
any student wishing to participate.
The deadlines for seven
sports, scheduled for tomorrow,
may be extended a coupe of
days to allow more students to
sign up for the sport of their
choice, according to Bernie
loeffers, students director. If
By Jim Waggoner
more teams are needed to fill
Sports Editor
the schedule, applicants will be
We stumbled upon a very
accepted through Monday,
suspicious and alarming scene
Loeffers said.
last Thursday afternoon at an
The long intramural list
Eastern baseball practice.
features team sports for men,
After our staff meeting in The
women, and the always popular
Easterner office, a sports
coed events. Posters of the
reporter decided to jaunt over to
Spring lntramurals have started
the baseball field to witness an
to circulate around campus and
Eagle baseball session. While
any individual desiring informastrolling down Washington.
tion regarding intramurals can
Street we observed, from a disdo so at the intramural office in
t an ce, the squad grouped
Phase I.
around in a huddle. Of course,
Seven intramural sports are
we presumed that the coaching
scheduled to begin next week.
staff was outlining the
The men's softball league has
procedure for Thursday's
traditionally drawn the greatest
Dave Breidenbach
workout.
student participation and this
spring there will be two
But as we climbed the stairs and entered the baseball diamond separate leagues to accomwe discovered a scene that was highly unexpected and in stark con- modate a larger number of
tra!it to the anticipated meeting. AS Legislator Dave Breidenbac.h students, Loeffers said.
was collecting signatures from members of the baseball team. The
The softball slate will split up
signatures signified support for Breidenbach as AS President.
into A and B leagues, similar to
the structure of the winter
Now, this procedure in itself is seemingly proper. But it was the basketball circuit. The more
manner in which Breidenbach, with the aid of Eagle assistant coach experienced teams will compete
Steve Farrington, was gathering signatures which The Easterner in the A league and the untried
Sports finds suspicious.
squads will battle in the B
league.
·
f arnngt0n obviously felt it was his political duty to urge each and
Umpires Needed
every player to sign the endorsement, whether or not the individual
desired to sign. "Get over here and sign this thing," Farringt~:m
Student umpires are needed
called to several Eastern athletes. "He's our man," Farrington said.
to call the shots as they see 'em
and interested people should
It was apparent that some of the baseballers had just a vague contact Loeffers at the in·
idea, if any idea at all, what the endorsement represented or what tramural office.
the endorsement said. In fact, a couple athletes later admitted they
"Students will umpire
failed to even read what the endorsement said. It stated that the baseball this spring as they did
signatures support Dave Breidenbach as AS President.
during winter basketball,"
Loeffers said. "We'll need of"Did you sign that thing on your own accord?" ar. ath1ete was ficials for softball and
asked. "Well, I was kind· of told to sign it." was his response. One volleyba 11."
player said he didn't exactly feel that Farrington was holding an invisible bat to his head but he admitted some pressure surely
Other activities available to
existed. "We were strongly encouraged by Farrington to sign," one students include bowling,
player responded.
raquetball, handball and

Locker Roorn Chatter
Politics And Practice

At this point the sports writer's suspicions were not only aroused
by the unfolding scene, but he was ·numbed by the shocking situation. It was apparent that the whole thing started as a political ploy
by Breidenbach but with the gruff persuasion of Farrington the
baseball players were being used in this political game.
To add injury to insult, Farrington approached the sports writer
and said, 'Jou gonna sign this thing?" "What?" the reporter inquired. "Are you gonna sign?" Farrington asked once again. "What
is it?" the reporter asked.'"lt's a petition to get Breidenbach into AS
President," was Farrington's reply. "No, I'd have to contemplate
something like that," the reporter mumbled. "Come on, get over
here and sign it," Farrington growled.
The Easterner Sports strongly feels that Farrington should stick
to his assigned duty, which is coaching baseball. We feel he stepped
way out of bounds when he endorsed Breidenbach's candidacy and
strongly urged his troops to sign the endorsement. Besides,
glancing at Eastern's baseball record during the last couple of years
it seems the Eagles need all the practice time the_y can muster
(Eastern's baseball record last season was 8 wins and 20 losses).

It is also obvious to us that Farrington has little idea how the
press operates as indicated when he approached the reporter with
his unbelievable demand.
According to reliable sources, in a speech to the team as they
were assembling for practice Breidenbach told them he was a
former Eastern athlete and although he could not promise them
anything, he would keep them in mind if elected. One player said his
basis for signing the endorsement was, "I hear he will help out the
athletic department."
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INTRAMURAL STUDENT DIRECTOR BERNIE LOEFFERS and assistant
Karen Dahl have been working together in preparing the Spring Intramural
schedule. Numerous phone calls inquiring about the sports offered are
keeping Bernie and Karen occupied. The deadline for seven intramural
sports is tommorow. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

women's sofU,all. All of these
sports are scheduled to begin
next week. Bowling, developed
as a coed league, was an
extremely popular event during
winter intramurals. "Intramural
bowling was a really big success
the last two quarters," Loeffers
said.

department is optimistic that
the activities offered in the
spring will draw more women to
the competition. "We're doing
great on women's softball
teams," Loeffers said. "We have
more teams now than we
expected." Last year's champs
were the Wallbangers.
The remainder of spring inSome of the bowling teams
~r amurai activiti~s will start in a
which enjoyed impressive
few weeks and they include:
seasons during winter quarter diving, swimming, riflery, water
were Hawaii 5-0, with a 21-3
polo, soccer, a golf tournament,
record; Emos, with a 26-2 mark;
track and a tennis tournament.
and Dildoes finished at 22-6.
The tennis tourney, with both
These teams and many other
singles and doubles, will be held
new squads are expected to sometime in May and perspecshoot intramural bowling into
tive participants can sign up
the intramural spotlite again now or anytime up to an hour
this spring.
before the tourney. Looking for
Raquetball, a sport which "increased participation" the inhas shown steadily increasing tramural department has set
popularity on the Eastern camnew guidelines for the tennis acpus, will also start next week. tion.
Pat Whitehill is the defending
We haven't tried it like this
champion and should be back
before,"
Loeffers said. "The
this spring to defend his title.
students can go down the day of
Increased Women
the tournament with a raquet
Participation Anticipated
and a can of balls and enter.
A small number of women We'll run it like a regular tournaparticipated in women's winter ment and people really like tourintramurals and the intramural naments," he said.
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Eastern- Central Clash At Stadium

Robby Smith-Hurdles

Rick Barbero-880

Scott Thompson-Discus

Kirn Sobotta-Mile

Barry Sartz-220, 440

Terry Bailie-Sprints

Al Berta-440

Rich Dahl-Hurdles

Brad Cossette-Sprints

Frank Olotoa-Harnrner

Tracksters Prepared
For EvCo Showdown
,'f

Mike Johnson-Assistant Coach

Greg Mitchell-High Jump

Dan Vache-Sprints

Recent Eagle Track Results
an Tulm tEVJ'• 190-11 3. Chuck Van Matre

tEWt 187-9

POLE VAULT-I, Ron Sot,day(EW) 14-6. 2,
N,les •~•yf,ed tEWI lJ.O. 3. R~ Teller iEW)
11-0

HIGH JUMP-I. Teller ([WI 6-7 1-4 2,

~1~2YJtc:hell 1EW'16-6 1-4 Roberts rWhlt) &
SHOT P\/T-1 Tom Polhemus rWn,t) 46-8

I l Z Chns Kmght (EW) 46-7 I 2 3. Thompson 1EW1 4&3 l 2

lRIPl..£ JU MP-1. Walter EW,44 11-2 2.
e Hodges t[W) HI I 2 3. 01> iWh,!j

G•

'398 l-4
,U:') RELAY

1. Eastern

42.9

2.

Wht"":)(tf'l 44 0

M:.C ll..,,Sobotaf'N41942Jerry
Gmmman ,[I', 4 24 3. 3 R~> Barbero 1EW)
4244

ttlGH HUROUS I

~? L,och
«u
fW

5:

~

R,cn

Dahl ,EW, 14 9. 2.

. t 151 3 Pl •e Flatt 1EWI

r~,., aa ie ,rw1.191

2 Al Berta

J •omc.,J,tia111Nh1 509

TRACKSTER TOM BADGLEY
CLENCHES FIST and mirrors intense determination while releasing
the javelin . Badgley , a junior
transfer, has heaved the speer 218·
8 th,s spnng and ranks fourth ,n the
NAIA !Photo: J,m Waggoner)

By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Eastern ~nd Centra l wil l
renew their Evergreen
Conference track and field
rivalry with an impressive group
of athletes competing in a
crucial showdown th is Saturday
at Woodward Stadium. The
events will start at 1:30.
Eagle Coach Jerry Martin
expects a " real close meet" and
says Central should provide his
defending champion squad with
its stiffest competition of the
season.
"This is the meet for the
small college championship of
the state," Martin said. Eastern
and Central have traditionally
been the northwest's small
college powerhouses.
Martin has done his usual
excellent JOb of recruiting and
the Eagles have shown improvement the last few weeks in
preparation for this critical clash
with the Wildcats. The Eagles
seem to have an advantage in
the spnnts, high Jump, and long
Jump. Central has displayed considerable strength in the shot
put, discus, tnple Jump and
hurdles
One of the afternoon 's most
interesting events should prove
to be the hurdles as Eastern 's
Rich Dahl, the EVCO champ and
school record-holder in the in termediates, wlll face two top

flight competitors. Central's
EVCO placers who return in the
hurdles are Nate Worsw1ck and
Torn Clark. "We're going to have
great cornpet1t1on 1n the
hurdles." Martin said
Five Eagle tracksters are
among the national leaders in

the latest NAIA release. Tom
Badgley, a transfer from Yakima
Valley, ranks fourth nationally at
this stage with a 218-8 javelin
throw. Greg Mitchell, who
shattered the school record ear·
ly this spring, is ranked third
nationally in the high jump with
a 6-10 leap.
Kim Sobotta, a senior letterman, has emerged as a national
leader in two events. Sobotta
ranks third in the steeplechase
with a 9:44.0 time and 10th in
the mile in a 4:14.1 clocking.
Ron Soliday, a senior from
Reardan , has vaulted into ninth
place nationally in his specialty,
the pole vault, with a 15-4 mark.
Scott Thompson has a fourth
place NAIA rating in the discus
with a toss of 159-8.
The extended outlook on the
weather situation indicates that
clear skies and normal
temperatures will prev1al and
the Eagles are hoping that a
large contingent of student supporters will be on hand to view
the 1975 ed1t1on of Eastern
track.

Cheney DayCare Center
Certified Teachers

Complete Pre-School
Program
DROP-I NS WELCOME

235-4680
4th & Gst.

,,..u
Thth-

April

AIA HALL OF FAMER
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Ed Chissu·s: ALife Dedicated To
Eastern Students And Athletics
By Jim Waaoner
Sports Editor
The 36 ounce bat whips
around o make sohd contact
the baseball, sending a
echo to the OlJter edges
n
of he sunsoaked ballpar as the
coach runs his sauad through
a n orous 1nf1eld dnlL
Chew111g tobacco continuously e grey-haired coach PQunds
another sharp ground 1n the
ap between shortstop and third
base and watches the action
develop while we1ghmg his
tea~, s chances of having
another winning season.
Through his eyes he sees not
only ano her group of aspmng
collegian infielders but another
wor out in a hfet11ne devoted to
the athletic development of
young people.
A baseball Hall of Farner on
the campus here at Eastern
Washington State College?
Unh~ely, you say?
This question could spark
lengthy brainstorming sessions
for the indefatigable baseball
buffs around, but you needn't
look far and wide for the man
who clings to this distinction.
That 1s. he has been a resident
of the Cheney area for over a
quarter of century, currently occupies an office m Phase I and
has, in tact. been representing
Eastern athletics m a coaching
capacity for 20 years.
Ed Ch1ssus, Eagle's baseball
coach , was selected to the
National Assoc1at1on of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) Hall
of Fame on June 7, 1970. The
evidence of this national
recogn1t1on, a framed cert1f1cate, hangs imposingly on the
wall above his filing cabinet
which 1s surrounded by worn-out
bags of baseball equipment.
Glancing out of his office window to the baseball diamond
less than 75 yards away,
Ch1ssus reflects back to the day
he was inducted into the elite
field of sportsmen at
Scot sdale, Arizona, the city of
the 1970 NAIA baseball cham·
pionsh1ps.
" At the time the NAIA
selected one coach per year to
the Hall of Fame,' " Ch1ssus
recounted . 'I was the first coach
west of the M1ss1ss1ppi so
hoijored 1n the coaching
ca egory. The honor signifies
one of the greatest sat1sfac·
• ons of my coaching career,
Chlssus added
One other member from the

nation s baseball community
accompanied Ch1ssus mto the
Hall of Fame that year. He was
Clyde W11ght who has now
gained a formidable reputation
around the ma1or leagues for his
strong pitching arm. Wright
currently throws for the Texas
Rangers in the American
league.

The tardy trek to the out·
doors for practice has certain
disadvantages. especially cons1denng the Eagles non
conference schedule includes
the hkes of Gonzaga University
and Washington State University, both baseball powerhouses.
But Ch1ssus greets this early,
stiff compet1t1on with open
arms.

Coaching has Ups and Downs
One days obviously does not
"We play Gonzaga and WSU
illustrate a 20-year career and these schools give full-ride
ob1ect1vely and from his stance scholarships but I enioy playing
in the third
base coaching this competition generally con·
t>ox many days have not s1dered over our heads,''
progressed as dramatically for Ch1ssus said. "I think by the end
Ch1ssus as that moment in of the season 1t assists us 1n our
Scottsdale. Baseball coaching drive for a possible playoff
has never been looked upon m berth."
SPOrt circles as the most predicSome Players Turn Pro
table of professions and Ch1ssus
Indeed, Ch1ssus has
has had his ups and downs while witnessed his share of postat the Eastern helm.
season playoffs and he has also
"We've had our share of coached many athletes who
champ1onsh1ps here at Eastern have gone on to play in the
over the years but we've had a professional ranks.
dry spell the last few years,"
"We've had quite a few kids
Chissus admits.
sign professional contracts over
The veteran coach has the years but that 1s really not
directed teams to the Evergreen the purpose of our college
Conference title four of the last baseball program," Ch1ssus
ten years but he is reluctant to said. "However, the scouts give
tab one particular diamond crew us a pretty good look every
as his finest ever
year," he added.
"We've had some fme teams
Many other outstanding
and some years were better ballplayers have attended
than others," Ch1ssus said, "But Eastern during the off-season
it's pretty hard to evaluate two and one of these ind1v1duals,
teams m two separate years Gary Martz, stopped by
because we play on different Ch1ssus' office to exchange
levels of competition every farewells before departing for
the Milwaukee Brewers training
season."
Part of the recent "dry spell" camp.
Martz, a graduate "of
refers to the 1974 campaign
when the Eagles finished with a Spokane's West Valley high
dismal 8-21 record, losing all 13 school, attended Eastern during
non-conference games. Ch1ssus the winter quarter and assisted
attributes inexperience as the Chissus with the practice sesmain factor of last year's short- sion while working out himself.
comings. "Last year we played Martz has a triple A contract
primarily freshmen. They were a with the Brewers and most likely
good group of freshmen but we will be stationed in Sacramento,
lacked experience," Ch1ssus California.
"One reason I'd like to play
pomted out.
Sacramento 1s that 1t would give
Spring Training
me an opportunity to play up
in Fieldhouse
Despite adverse weather con- here in Spokane, " Martz said.
ditions through February and (The Spokane Indians and
March that forced the Eagles to Sacramento both compete in
practice m the Fieldhouse, the Pacific Coast league).
Ch1ssus said, "Gary's been
Ch1ssus 1s optim1st1c about
Eastern 's chances of registering helping us out 1n practice and
has been working out himself;
a wmnmg season.
getting himself m shape."
"This year we're experienced
The fit, energetic baseball
and I think we're more talented. coach arose from his chair, took
I' m sure we have enough one more quick glance out to
talented people out there to win the baseball field, and departed
it all," Ch1ssus said. 'lt"s an to direct his energies into rounenthus1ast1c group and their ding one more baseball squad
motivation 1s really holding up"
into shape.

1975 Eagle Baseball Schedule
OPPONENT
. University of Idaho (dh )
..
Washington State U.
. . Western Washington State . . . . . .
. Western Washington State (dh) . . . . ..
Gonzaga University
. Gonzaga University
Central Washington State •
Cen ral /ashing on State (dh) . . .
•Wh1 worth College . .
Washing on State U . .
. Lewis-Clar S a e . •
Le;.,s-Clar~ Sta e (dhJ
este n /ash1rg on State . • •
Ne~ ern Washington State (dh) • •
E, er ree Conference Play off

PLACE & TIME
Cheney 2 p.m.
Pullman 3 p.m.
Cheney 3 p.m.
, . . • . Cheney 10 a.m.
. . . . . . Cheney 3 p.m.
Cheney 3 p.m.
• . • . . Ellensburg 3 p.m.
. • • Ellensburg 10 a.m.
Cheney 2 p.m.
Cheney 3 p.m.
. Cheney noon
Lewiston 7 p.m.
Bellingham 3 p.m.
• . Bellingham 10 a.m
. . (dh)-doubleheader

BASEBALL COACH ED CHISSUS CONTEMPLATES his roster during an
Eagle practice session held in the Fieldhouse. Chissus, a NAIA Hall of
Farner, has coached at Eastern for some twenty years. (Photo: Jim
Waggoner)

SUCCEEDS ANDERSON

Martin Tabbed New AD
Jerry Martin, Eastern's highly
successful track coach, has
been named the school's new
athletic director, Dr. Jack R.
Leighton, chairman of the
department of health, physical
education, recreation and
athletics, announced Monday.
Martin will resume his new
duties September 1, replacing
Dr. Robert B. Anderson, who
resigned early last month.
Martin, who has developed
the reputation of being an
excellent recruiter, has been at
Eastern for five years and has
been the track and field mentor
the past four seasons. His track
squad won the Evergreen
Conference title in 1974 and
placed second in 1973.
He was the winner of
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Coach-of·
the-Year awards in both 1973
and 1974 and was NAIA
Pacific Coast Coach·of·the·Year
in 1974.
Martin br in gs a sturdy
coaching background to the post
of athletic d_Lrector , ac-

Jerry Martin
cumulating 19 years of
experience during his career. He
coached at Colfax High School
and North Central High School
of Spokane, each for four years.
He coached for three years at
Columbia Basin College in
Pasco, two at Spokane Com·
munity College and two at
Washington State University as
a football assistant coach.

FIRST
CHANCE
INN
Corner 2nd & Cedar
Pool-Fooz Ball-Shuffleboard
Excellent Food-Orders to Go
30¢ Schooners 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

-~624-5747

Cecil & Berneice Chance, Owners

...
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Eagles Set For Weekend Series
Western's Got AMystery Team
By Jim Waggoner

alignment this year with
Eastern, Western and Central
competing in the Northern Division while Oregon College.
Eastern Oregon and Oregon
Tech fight for the Southern Division crown. The two division
champs will battle for the EvCo
title May 9th and 10th in a best
of three series.
At this point, Central is riding
in the driver's seat for the title
but Eastern could still compete
in the District 1 playoffs if they
manage to place in the top two
out of seven squads in District
1 . The seven clubs are
Wh itworth , Whitman, Pacific
Lutheran, Lewis-Clark State,
Eastern Oregon, Central and
Eastern.
Eagles Ready For Explosion
The Eagles, who have been
struggling at the plate so far
this season, are due for an
offensive explosion and this
weekend could be the occasion.
A major portion of the slow start
has been inevitable because the
Eagles already have been forced
to cancel four doubleheaders
because of wet weather conditions.
Probable starters on the
mound are Pettoello, Miles
Marquez and Dave Hedt. Pettoello and Marquez carried the
brunt of the Eagles pitching
chores last year and Hedt, a

sophomore, has ·turned in- two
strong performances so far this
spring.
The rest of the Eagle lineup
will include Jan Sneva at first,
Steve Meyers at second, Tim
Speer at shortstop and Scott
Plucker at third. The outfield will
consist of John O'Conner in
right, John Fazzari in center and
either Greg Wallace or Ford
Yonago in left.
Jerry Thew, who has shown
power at the plate, will most
likely share the catching duties
with Jim McConnell and Tom
Magers. Thew also plays right
field and has filled the
designated hitter slot this
spring.
Friday's game will start at 3
o'clock and a doubleheader is
scheduled for Saturday. Starting
time for the twinbill is 1 o'clock.
The weatherman has called for
clear skies and warm weather
and the weekend series could
provide Eastern students with
their first look at the Eagles. A
large contingent of fans would
play an important role in the
success of the Eagles endeavors
this weekend. The games will be
played at the diamond directly
across from the Fieldhouse.

Sports Editor
Eastern's baseball team will
attempt to claw back into the
thick of the Evergreen
Conference race when they
entertain Western Washington
here this weekend in a three
game series.
All of the contests have to be
labeled as must wins for the
Screamin' Eagles who dropped
their opening EvCo series to the
defending champion Wildcats
from Central Washington. The
games will be of utmost imporEAGLE FIRST BASEMAN JAN SNEVA has been selected as team captain tance and could play a huge role
for the 1975 Eastern baseball team. Sneva is shown here crossing the plate in determining a District 1 postseason playoff berth.
in a recent game. (Photo: Jim Waggoner)
Western appears to be the
EvCo mystery team this spring
as they have a new coach, Ralph
Dick, who is attempting to turn
the program around after a disBy Howie Stalwick
mal 2-17 season in 1974. Dick
Contributing Writer
reportedly has recruited several
top flight freshmen and junior
Schafer. Third baseman Maxwell college transfers and they
quickly went from hero to goat should be competitive this
PULLMANby booting O'Connor's hard season.
Bill Simpson's run -scoring grounder to load the bases with
The Eagles swept the series
single in the bottom of the ninth just one out, but after allowing last year winning by scores of 4pushed a shaky Wa shington Sneva to tie the game on an in- 2, 5-0, and 10-6. John Pettoello,
St at e Cougar nin e pa st fi eld out by Johri Fa zz ari, who returns in Eastern 's
Eastern's scram bling Eagles, 2- Schafer wh iffed ca tcher Jim pitching rotation, pitched a one1, in non-league baseball action Mcconnel and then forced Tim hitter against the Vikings last
Tuesday aftern oon in Pullma n.
Speer to pop up and short the spring.
Simpson's slashing line drive Eagle rally.
The Evergreen Conference
JACKSONVILLE , Fla to left of Eagle reliever Miles
has
been operating under a new
The winning Cougar run came
(EARTH
NEWS) - The Federal
Marquez dashed the Cinderella quickly in the ninth. With one
Bu reau of Investigation has
hopes of an eager Eagle squad out , Max well walked, was
cleared
the basketball team at
that had battled back from a 1-0 repl aced by pinchrunner Del
Ja ck sonville University of
deficit only moments earlier in Sandburg, an d after Sandbu rg
Sophomore
center
Ron
Cox
the NAIA coaches in the cha rges that it shaved points
the top half of the inning to knot advanced to second on a wild
recently
.added
several
postduring the 1973-74 season.
Northwest," Hays said.
the contest at 1-1.
pi tch, Sim pso n stroked his
Cox has also been named to
Playing in nea r-f reezi ng game -winner to left of f a season honors to his long list of
the
first unit of the 1974-75 Litaccomplishments.
Cox,
a
sturdy
temperatures that alternately dejected Marquez.
included either rain or snow
Resu lts to the co nt ra ry , 6-6 postman from Coulee City, tle All -Northwest basketball
flurries throughout the game, Marquez in fact pitched quite was tabbed as an honorable team. The super soph led the
the Eagles took advantage of respectably , although his mention selection on the NAIA Northwest ' s small college
hoopsters in field goal percenseveral excellent defensive ef- season record now dips to 0-2 All-America team.
tage,
shooting at a sizzling 59.9
Cox
narrowly
missed
being
forts and outstanding pitching as the team 's lowers o 2-5.
to stay with the na ti onallyCoach Chissus also had con- named for third team All- clip from the floor, and rebounds
ranked Cougars all game long siderable praise for starter Hedt America and probably would at 12.8 per game.
Eagle Coach Jerry Krause andespite collecting just three hits, and Pettoell o, the former con- have garnered this honor if the
two by John O'Connor.
tinuing the fine pitching he has Eagles had competed in the nounced Eastern's all-opponent
Now Has Store
team and two members from
Coach Ed Chissus' "Super demonstrated all sea son long, nationals.
''We think it's pretty hard to Central Washington, the conSoph" pitching trio of Dave and Pettoello relieving in strong
In Cheney at
get
this recognition without ference champs, were selected.
Hedt. John . Pettoe llo, and fashion to offer promise that he
Marque teamed to shut out the may fi nally be returning to the getting tournament exposure," They are Les Wyatt and Steve
Cougars for se ven inni ngs , form he flashed so impressively assistant coach Dan Hayes said. Page. Others on the team are
"I understand he was very close Len Williams, Oregon Tech;
before the Pu llman crew plated last spri ng.
to making third team All - Steve Frank, University of
what looked to be the winning
Cheney
American. He must have had Alaska, and Greg Taylor, Pacific
run off Marquez in the home
really strong support from all of University.
half of the eighth.
At The Traffic Light
Although the loss had to rank
Following a solid lead -off as " heart br ea king" by any
single by hulking designated definition, Chissus was pleased
hitter Mike Hultman, speeoy with the continued improvement
Barry Poffenroth was sent in as of his weather-plagued crew,
pre_s ents
a pinchrunner. Poffenroth im- who had practiced outdoots just
All American Red Heads
mediately stole second, went to twice since thei r last game one
third on Dave Edler's sacrifice week ea rlier versus Whitworth.
World Champion Girls Basket Ball team.
bunt, then scored off a rather
And if the words of rival
Can a bunch of sexy red heads push
fl ukey blooper to right by Marty coach Brayton are anything to
Spokane's finests around on a Basketball court?
Maxwell.
be considered, the Eagle nine
We don 't think so ... But then we haven' t played around with many redheads.
Not quite ready to die without should be pri med for a fine
Dick Schultz- all state , Head coach E .V. High school
a fight, the Eagles immediately showing this weekend against
Wille
Da igele-all Big Sky
went to work off reliever Dan
Western Washington.
J er ry Ska ife- a ll Big Sky
Schmid in the top of the ninth.
Said Bobo: "You know, we've
Ron Adams- a ll Big Sky , all state
Captain Jan Sneva battled pl ayed some of the very best
Sam Brusch- led Whitworth in re bounding.
back from a one-ball, two-strike tea ms throughout America, and
(Red Heads ) female counterpa rts of the Globetrotte rs have confounded men's
count to work the fireballing today we had as much t rouble
teams and delighted a udiences a round the world . See them at the Coliseum, Sat.,
righthander for a lead-off walk, with you guys as anybody."
April 12th, 8:00 p.m.
and Schmid then continued his
Words of a prophet?
wild ways while facing Jerry
tickets at: Coliseum .
$2.50 adults
Thew by first advancing Sneva
high
school
and
under
P.M. Jacoy's
$1.50
000 000 001 - 1
to second base on a wild pitch, EWSC
wsu
000 000 011 - 2
Bon Marche
Dave Hedt, John Pettoello (4), MIies Marquez (7) and
then beaning the Eagle DH on
Jim McConnell; Chris Cami:, Dan Schmid (6), Rick
Valley Record Rack
F ree hot dog with paid a dmission
his very next- and last - pitch.
Schafer (9) and Paul We,s, Greg Chandler (7).
Contributed
by
S
and
P
Meats
WSU Coach Bobo Brayton Hits- EWSC·O'Connor 2, Thompson; Wsu-Simon 2
Simpson 2, Weis J, Westendorf l , Hultman 1 Maxweli
then waved in r3ce reliever Rick 1
'
A non-cha r ita ble project of the Spoka ne JC 's.

Cougs Edge Eagles, 2-1

B-Ballers Shave

Cox Named All-American·

Ed's Carpet Shop

322 1st

SPOKANE J.C.'s

Pa
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Lanny Selec~ed For Tour
Lanny Davidson,

Eastern's

NAIA wrestling champion at
177 pounds, has been selected
to represent the United States
on the Senior Freestyle
Wrestling Team in international
competition with Japan and
Korea.
The proposed dates for this
cultural exchange trip are June
19 to July 9 and Davidson will
join a distinguished group of
NAIA champs at the training
camp held at Simon Fraser
University, British Columbia.
NAIA champions, in each of
the 10 weight classes, have
been selected to represent the
United States in this competition. Nine of these champs have
already indicated they will be
available for the trip and three
NAIA runner-ups will also compete.
The NAIA team will tour
Japan and Korea and the
coaches who have been
selected by the NAIA Wrestling
Coaches' Association to represent the United States include:
Bob Riehm, Southern Oregon
College; Willie Meyers, Universit v of Wisconsin-Whitewater; and

LI DA CHULOS performed at the NAIAW nationals last weekend in
Hatward, Calif. and narrowly missed qualifying for the finals. Chulos a
s~~homore, fini~hed a sixth of a ~econd of! the final qualifying stand;rd.
Aoove, Chulos ,s shown performing a spht leap on floor exercise. She

scored 8.4. (Photo: Jim Elliot)

ennis Jeam Split Pair
By Dave Stocker
Sports Writer

Morrison. Loeffers gained his
second win of the year with an
attling fresh spring snow easy 6-2, 6-2 victory over Gonan tough opposition, the Eagle zaga's Rick Cannata. Fred Whitne ters dropped their season field broke into the winning
op ner 7-2 against Idaho here column with a win over Bulldog
last Saturday.
Jerry Schwab, 6-4, 6-4. Dave
~ernie Loeffers was the first Leath powered by Clark Gusman
~llt~p!:ao~ ca~[!!m
Ea,~e victor of the 197 5 cam- 6-2, 6-3, and Ted Horobiowski
paign. Loeffers defeated the finished the singles play with a hayhauling pickups to rail jobs,
will be competing this weekend
Va~dals' Steve Davis, 3-6, 7-6, 6-1, 6-3 rout of John Omlin.
7- . Davis sliced an overhead
Johnston and Heidenson con- at the National Drag Racing
sh t out-of-bounds to give tinued to be a potent pair as Championships held at Green
Lo~ffers the final point of the they muscled past Morrison and Valley Race City in Fort Worth,
Leo Richardson 7-6, 6-4 . Texas.
m~_tch.
.
Don Johnston and Wally Loeffers and Whitfield needed
The drag race 1s for male and
H idenson scored the first three sets to down Gusman and female college students only
do bles win of the year with an Cannata 2-6, 6-1 , and 7-5. and . will be governe~ _by
ea y 6-3, 6-3 conquest of Pat Leath and Horobiowski ended American Hot Rod Assoc1at1on
K Iner and Bill Benson.
the Gonzaga agony with' a 6'-4, rules. The race is sponsored by
6-3 win over Schwab and Chris the lntr~mur~I Department at
Eagles Kennel Bulldogs
Warner.
th~ Un1vers1~~ of Texa~ at
Playing under clear skies and
Eagle Coach Ron Raver was Arlington. Off1c1al entry will be
in 40 degree weather, the
very pleased with Eastern's per- Saturday and the car and pit enEagles tennis team notched an
formance and hopes for out- try,,te~ is_$3.00. .
ealsy 8-1 win over Gonzaga Sunstanding things this weekend.
This 1s something that no
d y afternoon in Spokane.
The Eagles travel to Yakima other college has," said Jim
Heidenson started the Eagles
Friday for league action against Garrett, UTA Intramural Direco their way to victory with a 4Oregon College of Education.
tor. "I think a program such as
/ 6, 6-4 triumph over Mike
this is needed. It gives kids a

8

MILNER HOTEL
Special low room rates for youth 18-23 years
of age.
Located just a block-and-a-half from the
EWSC Magic Bus stop at Howard and Riverside.
Youth 18-23 can get rooms with bath for as
little as $70.00 a month or $24.00 a week,
rooms with out bath $40.00-$50.QO a month,
or $11.00-$14.00
Hotel has a new automatic elevator and new
carpeting.
Rooms furnished with television, telephones
and good comfortable beds.

Phone 624-3354
N. 228 Howard
In Downtown Spokane

James

Kth,

University of

Wisconsin-l arkside.
I

Davidso~ became Eastern's
first ever NI:IA wrestling champ
early last onth by dethroning
defending hamp Bill Mitchell of
Central OMlahoma 9-2 in the

NAIA final$ held in Sioux City,
Iowa. The }ophomore sensation
was tabbed the tournament's
Most Outsf anding Wrestler out
of 450 co petitors.
Davidso , who is a beekeeper
at his hometown of Ephrata
during th~ summer months,
ended his season with an incredible 36-0 record which included 22~pins. He entered the
record boo s with total wins and
pins in a s ngle season. His two
year colle iate mark at Eastern
is 62-3. Eat tern finished 10th in
this year ' s NAIA ch am pionships . nd sixth in 1974.
Davids~n has also been
named In/and' Empire Sports
Writers end Broadcasters'
Athlete of 1the Month for March.
Davidson was a runaway winner
over several other candidates
nominated/ bv the SWAB's.

Lanny Davidson

I

Eagle Coach Curt Byrnes has
announced that Easte rn will
host a freestyle wrestling meet
April 19.. The competition is
open to all amateur athletes and

the wrestling will take place in
Phase 11. Entry forms for the
day-long event may be obtained
from Byrnes at his office
located in Phase I.

RP!~it~lo~:~~=~~ ~~r}~~~~
for award$ and gets them off
the streets'."
The pai three years Garrett
and the UJ A Intramural Department has ponsored the "Texas
College rag Racing Championship" for Texas college
students O ly. In 1972, 163 cars
from throughout Texas gathered
at Dallas International Motor
Speedway I for the state and
nation's firist college drag races.
In 1973, iarticipants from 24
colleges and universities from
across the state attended.
Last ye r's Texas Champ was
Jay Guthrie from SMU driving a
stock 73 Pinto. The 1973
winner wal Jerry Richards from
Fort Wort~, and the winner in
1972 was/ Mike Dunn of UTA

~i~~l~he

f:: : : : ::::: ;: ::::·:: : : : :::: ::: : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J:::::::;:;:::;:::;:i:;:::;::::::::::::::::::::::f

college drag racing to other
~tat~~ after many out of state
inq.~,nes.
. .
.. In the . beginning I had env1s1~ned this program to ~evelop
reg_1ona_lly and th~.n into . a
~at1onw1de pr~gram, he said.
The way thm~s worke~ out
tho~gh, we decided to skip the
reg1on,als because ~ther ~chools
weren t as organiz.ed like we
we~e, an?, go straight to the
nationals.
.
T~e reactions Garr~~t ~as
received from the part1c1pat1on
of students has all . b~en
favorab!e t_o strengthen his ~1~w
tha~ th1.s 15., a .nee~ed act1~1ty
n_at1onw1de. This be1~g the first
time that the race will be open
to _men and women students
nationally,
wefrom
don't
expect
great
tu rn out
states
on thea

::::

other side of the nation. But as
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Outdoor Programs
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Rental Se,rice
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·· Has everything you need to ··
explore the northwe t. Packs,
sleepirJg bags, ten s, snow
shoes, and more.

Call 359-2528
or visit us on t1he
3rd floor of the Pub.
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Lunch for a Buck
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Funded y AS.
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Buffet Style
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Mon. thru Fri.
11:30 to 1:30
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STEAK HOUSE
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petition," Garrett said .
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Hours: 10:~5-12:45
Daily
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succ es s f u I nati on aI € o m-

Don't forget its
every week day!
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Easterner Profile
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~

..

Sports Editor: Jim Waggoner
HOME~ Walla Walla, Wash.
AGE: 21

the easterner

PROFESSION: Journalist
HOBBIES: Photography, soft ball, walks in the
country, reading and hitch hiking on the West
Coast.
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "Johnny Got His
Gun" by Dalton Trumbo.
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Survived a near
fatal crash on freeway into Spokane because
of quick reflexes and sur,erb car handling.
QUOTE: "Never rate potential over performance."
PROF/LE: Professional, probing, and practical,
he brings an added dimension to Easterner
Sports.
PAPER: The Easterner

AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1,000 college newspapers but only one
fine enough to bear the name, The
Easterner. The quality standards we set
have never varied. Into each story goes
the finest journalistic talent.

THIS PEACEFUL SCENE, taken Tuesday in front of the PUB, reflects
none of the. carnage and confusion present in the real world. As
EWSC basks in sunlight under the umbrella of academia, Southeast

Asian governments are on the verge of collapse and America's
economic situation looks dim despite optomistic reports from our
government. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

